Nowadays, to tackle a subject fifteen hundred years old is not an easy task. Especially people are looking for simple and interesting issues. However, when it comes to faith, even if its vocabulary hard to understood, its subject must be interesting and attractive one. Thus, current study discusses an important issue that is, the alleged presence of foreign words in the Quran, while Quran declares the opposite of that.
No one then indicated to the year in which Ibn Faris was born except IbnFarhoon in the DebajAl-Muthahab (Al-Jawaleeqy, 1996) who said that Ibn Faris was born in the year of 306 (H) or 308 (H) which is acceptable to me. However, HelalNaji (Ibn Faris, 1963) claim that the year in which Ibn Faris was born 312 (H), and Alzarkali (Alqifty) 329 (H) both are worthless claims. Similarly, the year of Ibn Faris died was disagreed upon by scholars, the acceptable claim be me is that the year in which Ibn Faris died was Safar of 395 (H) in Rai. He was buried in it cross from chief judge's tomb, Abu AlHassan ben Ali ben Abdlazeez Al-Jerjani(IbnFarhoon.1329H) this because I found in the conclusion of the book (TamamFaseehAl-Kalam) a statement supports my argument that was written by Ahmad ben Faris ben Zakaria himself on Ramadan 393 (H) (Ibn Faris, 1963) Ibn Faris left us a cultureal-heritage, the thing that distinguishes him from other. So he compiled vocabulary linguistic dictionaries. Moreover, he is considered to be the owner of total language (Al-Mojmal) according to Al-Bakherzi: "When language is mentioned, then Ibn Faris is the owner of total language, rather he is language owner who detailed it". (Yaqoot Alhamwy, 1993) In addition to the dictionaries, he compiled (Al-Maqayees) the linguistic book along with being lexicographic book.
In regard to vocabulary dictionaries, in the dictionary meanings Ibn Faris left us:
(Motakhayer Al-Alfad) (Ibn Faris, 1976) and (Maqalah Fi Asma' A'ada Al-Ensan) "members of the human". (Ibn Faris, 1976) Ibn Faris had authored many books in bulk of science but the content of this research doesn't allow us to mention it.
In order to give a clear image of the development of this controversial issue and the changes on researchers opinions and attitudes, whether they are linguists, philologists or interpreters, I resorted to critical and historical approach in this research. I included scholars and philologists opinions and perspectives who discussed this issue before Ibn Faris. Whereas this issue took place in the era of Ibn Abbas, Al-Shafi'y, Abu Obaidah, Abu Obaid and Al-Tabri. The controversy of this issue did not stopping the fourth century, but continued to this era where narrators and controversialists disagree as early ones disagreed, and used ration Al-(mental) evidenceandarguments as early did.
In order to how Ibn Faris attitude of this issue and what his adding, I compared his opinions with his predecessors and successors. This is to come up with his opinion first, then his arguments to prove his attitude. Scholars have reached agreement over an crucial issue namely the Arabisedterms as terms used by linguists until the second century of Islam, (second Hijri century) that means words by Arab scholars taken from foreign languages for meanings that are not found in Arabiclanguage. (Ibn Faris, 1976, pp. 235-254) The Arabised in the Quran is the issues which Ibn Faris addressed in his book (Al-Sahiby). He entitled it with "The speech in language which the Quran was revealed with" (Ibn Faris & Al-Sahiby, 1963, pp. 57-62) .
Ibn Faris narrated on the authority of Abu Obaidah that scholars into disagreed upon the existence of foreign words in Quran, some denied their existence especially linguists, and said that Quran is a miraculous words and every word has to be Arabic the origin or the branch. While other accept the existence of these words in Quran especially philologists. This disagreement continued to our era, whereas our scholars and philologists follow early ones steps.
A third group tried to solve this issue, by bringing these two doctrines into agreement. This group argues that these terms are foreign in origin or alphabetically, but with an Arabic use as philologists said.
Arab used these words in their communication and made changes at phonetic level in order to be similar and identify Arabic characteristics and measures. However, when Quran has been revealed mentioned it them the way Arabs used them, thus, they are from foreign origin but with an Arabic use. In this regard, Abu Obaid said: "the right opinion to me is the doctrine that approves the two attitudes of the two groups, considering that these alphabets are foreign but came to Arabic language and became Arabic through charging their characteristics from foreign into Arabic, thus, who see that they are foreign are right and who see the opposite is also right". (Ibn Faris & Al-Sahiby, 1963, pp. 60-61) Every group has their own arguments and evidence, in this context; I will make my attempt to show the evidences of every group according to Ibn Faris classification.
Proponents or Supporting Group
Philologists and scholars emphasized the presence of Arabised words in the Holy Quran, they argue that few and www.ccsenet.org/ells English Language and Literature Studies Vol. 4, No. 3; 2014 limited foreign words do not affect the Arabism of the Quran, because most words are from Arabic origin (Ibn Faris & Al-Sahiby, 1963, pp. 60-61) . And here are the main evidence for what they argue for:
1) The two Quranic verses: "we have not sent a messenger save in his people's tongue" (Ibrahim/4) and the verse "we have sent you for all mankind and a bearer of good news and carrying warning too (Saba'/28). These two verses are indisputable evidence that Quran has been revealed for all mankind and that the prophet Mohammad is a messenger for all peoples of all tongues. Thus, prophet's people are not restricted to Arabs only, rather to all humanity and races (Al-Tabri, p. 14).
2) Narrations from prophet's honorable companions and followers indicate that Quran includes foreign words, (Al-Tabri, p. 14)
3) for example, they narrated on the authority of 4) Ibn Abbas, that "he was asked Aboutthe meaning of the verse "escaped from Qaswarah" (Al-Modathir/51) He replied, it means the lion in Arabic, Shar in Persian, Arya in Nabataean and Qaswarah in Ethiopian language.
(Al-Tabri, p. 14) (As a way of clarification not preference or probability).
5) In addition to their narration on the authority of Sa'eedIbnJubair that he said "Quraish demanded that Quran has to be Arabic or foreign", so the Almighty God revealed that "It is, for those who believe, a guidance and cure.And those who do not believe -in their ears is deafness, and it is upon them blindness". (Al-Tabri, p. 13) 6) On the authority of Abu Maysara "O mountains, repeat [Our] praises with him, and the birds (as well)." (Saba'/10) Sabhi said in Ethiopian tongue (Al-Tabri, p. 14) he also said "Quran has spoken several tongues".
(Al-Tabri, p. 14)
7) The Quran includes the early sciences and their stories, thus no surprising that it comprised foreign words according to their perspective: "the wisdom of the presence of these words in the Quran, that it included early and late sciences and their history, thus, the indication to such languages and tongues in order to be comprehensive is indisputable". (Al-Tabri, p. 14) 
Denial Group
The followers of this attitude have denied the presence of foreign words in the Holy Quran. They say that the alphabets, words, fabrics and structure, and the inability of the most fluent Arab (Quraish) to imitate or come up with a book like it, is an indisputable evidence to the prophet Mohammad-PBH-. If the Quran includes foreign words, God will not defy Arabs to imitate it or to come up with a book like it. The most prominent of this attitude are: Ibn Abbas, Alshafi'y, Abu Obaidah, Al-Tabri, Ibn Faris, Albaqillany, Alqortoby, Alzrkshy and Abdu-AlghaniAlnabulsy.
The proponents of this supported their attitude with mental (rational) arguments, and here are the main elements of their argument:
1-The Quranic verses that indicate that Quran was revealed in Arabic language. (Al-Shafi'y)
The verse: "it is a revelation of the Lord of the faith and trustworthy spirit has brought down upon your heart, (193) that you may be one of the warners, (194) 3-This group denied the first argument of the first group that the word "people"in the verse means prophet's followers regardless of their races and languages. So, they say that the verse means Arabs in general and Quraish in particular, and Arabic language is one of the best man's kind languages.
This attitude measured language to religion.
Since Islam invalidates all previous religions, similarly, Arabic language would be preferable from other languages due for being the language of Prophet Mohammad -PBH-. (Al-Shafi'y)
4-Arabs understood Quran and comprehended all its meanings. They were in no need of other people to interpret some Quranic terms and structure. Thus, if Quran includes foreign words, they indeed will resort to other people to ask their meanings that are out of their mind". 6-Arabic language is larger than other human languages, (Al-Shafi'y & Al-Resalah, p. 44) Quran was revealed according to Arabic language ways. Thus, it has general terms that indicate to privacy, in contrast, the private terms that indicate to general. The same term has many meanings (homonymous) and the same meaning has many utterances (synonym), except for figures of speech that scholars and philologists consider the most important sign of Quran miraculous nature. 8-The second group provided a new linguistic theory in order to refute the saying (be similar to Arabic language). (Abu Obaidah, Majaz Al-Quran, pp. 17-18.) Just as approving world languages similarity, if there is any verbal similarity between peoples who are varied in area and language, it would be due to learning first or being subordinated. The absence of these two reasons causes to approve similarity between human languages. (Al-Tabri, Jame' Al-Bayan, pp. 15-16). Ibn Abbas followed by Alshafi'y refuses similarity theory "Quran includes just the Arabic words". (Al-Nabulsi & Abdel-Ghani)
7-
Abu Obaidah followed both Ibn Abbas and Alshafi'y who said: "two terms may agree and be close to each other in the meaning, although one of them is Arabic and the other is Persian such as term (Istabraq) which means the thick part of brocade". (Al-Nabulsi & Abdel-Ghani)
Also Al-Tabri "we never denied that words of different language and races may be similar to each other in the meaning. The right thing for us to be called Arabic foreign and if there is any similarity between words of different tongue, this would mean that one of these two words has to be the origin". (Al-Nabulsi & Abdel-Ghani) This evidence is based on the fact that foreign taken words form (standard or original Arabic) old Arabic and made their change whether adding alphabets or omitting them. When the Quran has been revealed, it mentioned these words or terms in its old form, so people thought it to be foreign. Due to the Arab's use of them, the fact is that Arabised words dated back to its historical fact, than making then suitable with sounds Arabic taste.
10-Arabic language is a language created by God (Ibn Faris, Al-Sahiby, p60-61), the origin of all languages on the face of earth, thus, any language has to be a branch of it.
The all revelations were through gabriel in Arabic language to prophets. However, the messenger gets his message across in his people language. 
Intermediate Group
An intermediate attitude has appeared when this matter occurred. This group aimed at bringing the two other contradicting perspectives into an agreement. Therefore, they said that the words philologists considered to be foreign in origin but with an Arabic use. Thus, they satisfy the two contradicting groups, through considering them foreign which satisfies supporting team, and through saying that they are with an Arabic use which satisfies the other group. This group was led by Abu-Obaid Al-Qasem Bin Sallam who stated: "As for which I consider to be truth-God knows best-is to approve the attitudes of two groups, on the grounds that these words are foreign in origin, as philologist see; but they became Arabic in use and converted them from foreign utterances into Arabic ones, Then became a part of Arabic language, When Quran has been revealed, these words were part of Arabics' use. Thus, those who see them foreign are right, and who see them Arabic are also right". (Ibn Faris & Al-Sahiby, p. 59).
Following Abu-Obaid's opinion, IbnAtiya said: "As a matter of fact, these words or terms are foreign in origin, but Arabs used them in their language and Arabised them, this, they are Arabic from this aspect.
Original Arabs whom the Quran has been revealed in their language, had a social relations with people with different tongues and languages in their travels and trades such as: Trade and travels of Quraish, travels of Bin Abu Amro to sham, travels of Omar Bin Al-khattab, travels Amro Bin Al-Aas to Ethiopia, travels of Al-A'sha to Al-Haira and this friendshipto their Christians. Faris & Al-Sahiby, 1963, p. 62) 3-His refusal to the permission of reciting Quran in prayer in Persian language, he said:"rather it is more proper to read interpretation books in prayer. Due for being in Arabic, and Arabic is a miraculous language. As for reciting Quran in Persian language is out of reason and logic, due for being lack of miraculous characteristics: "if so, there is no evidence for those who give the permission to recite translated Quran in prayer, because translation will never be miraculous due for being human-made translation. However, God ordered to recite his miraculous revelation in Arabic, the language it was to revealed in prayer." Those who look into what Ibn Faris adding will realize how he strongly denies the existence of foreign words in the Holy Quran.
If we want to conclude Ibn Faris mistakes and flaws, we will notice that he ignored elaborating on two main topics, which are:
1-Alignment theory:
Ibn Faris did not deal with the concept of linguistic alignment and did not express if he supports or denies it, even though the one who looks into his book, finds that Ibn Faris accepted this theory according to what he said: "the truth is what Abu Obaidah said".
If the word was said first by Ibn Abbas on the authority of Ibn Hasnoon, followed by Al-Shafi'y, Abu Obaidah, Al-Tabri. Ibn Abbas alignment word would be added by IbnHasnoon the reciter, in addition, it would be verbal alignment according to Ibn Abbas and Al-Shafi'y, in sense organs which have phonetic characteristics in ears, e.g. animal sounds, languages may resemble each other in the sound of the cat (meow), sounds of nature such as thunder, water and wind. They may call thunder sound (Dof, Dov, Dob…) and sounds caused by knocking the door by hand, this what is called (Duk, Daq, Nuq, Nuk).
However, this concept has developed according to civilization and linguistics for Abu Obaidah and Al-Tabri. While these two scholars accepted nouns and terms alignment in meaning and verbally.
www Vol. 4, No. 3; 2014 Do not believe this opinion reasonably, because it is hard to find two nations who agreed to give a term and noun for a special term.
I really have no idea why Abu Obaidah and Al-Tabri used such ambiguous of the Holy Quran, from structure aspect and meaning, thus, I find this term unimportant and unnecessary due for giving the thought that Quran includes Persian words: ("Sajeel"is a Persian term along with Sauak and Kul which means stones and clay").
(Ibn Faris & Al-Sahiby, p. 59). Which Abu Obaidah proved to be Arabic when he said: "Sajeel means the one who is strong and tough (Ibn Faris & Al-Sahiby, 1963, p. 59) The reason behind making me deny this opinion and attitude and describe it with weakness is for being two-edged sword, which can be interpreted in favor of the Arabism of the Quran. In addition, it can be an evidence to the presence of Arabised words or terms in the Holy Quran. IbnAtiyah refused to accept alignment theory when he said: "what Al-Tabri argued for that the two languages have agreed in the word is not probable, rather one of them are the origin, while the other is a branch, however, we don't pay for the permissibility of agreement the less and the odd." ( But personally prefer Abu Obaid and IbnHasnoon narration because they were contemporaneous with Ibn Abbas, as well as we do not know people who Ibn Abbas interpreted Quran for them. These people may be from Yemen who their language mixed with Ethiopian language. Ethiopian language used many words from Yemeni language, thus, these words became very important pillars in Ethiopian language, Ibn Abbas may interpret Quran for Yemeni people using Ethiopian words, which were in the past Arabic Yemeni words. These people may be from Ethiopia, Greece or Persia. We know that Ibn Abbas is skillful scholar of our people, but he cannot be well versed in language secrets, dialects, past words and present words altogether. Because Arabic language is the sum of the sciences that Arabs cherish, even if they were different at quantity level. Furthermore, Abdul HaqFadel proved in his essay Dakheel Am Atheel, which means"Arabised or original Arabic" (Al-Hilal house, cairo) the authentic Arabic of this term, which means "Al-Kal'a"ormedow or whatever plants grow on earth-according to dictionary definition. While in Arabic, it comes as "ebo"which means fruit and athel or father "ab"whichArabs refer by it. "The grass which grows on earth after the rain fall or it means the meaning of water which transformed into grass that grows by water. It is clear that Arabic did not borrow the term from Aramaic, in contrast, Arabic referred by this term to every plant grows on earth-grass or vegetables"then it focused on the Aramaic by the term of fruit. (Edition 1)
The Opinion of Neo-Classic Scholars
The neo scholars have taken stand towards this issue, some of them endorses the presence of foreign words in the Holy Quran such as priest Anstas Al-Karmali in his book (The evolution of Arabic language its growth and getting old), (Arabic house for Bustani, Cairo, 1965 A.C.) also Georgy Zaydan in his book (Arabic is an animate), (Iraq Scientific forum press 1988 A.C.) Erfan Abu hamad in his book, (foreign terms in Arabic), (Alddad Magazing-Iraq) and Tobia Al-Anasi in his book (The Persians interpretation of the Arabic internal terms in addition to mentioning their origin laterally). (Complex of languge Arabic Magazine)
In the other hand, some of them denied the presence of the foreign words in the holy Quran such as: NoriHammodi Al-Qaisy in his article (Like this Persians manifested the Quranic language), Dr.KamilHasan Al-Baseer in his article: (linguistic searching from the fields of science to the biased hypocrisy), andDr.AhmadNasief Al-jannaby in his article (fabricated talk), theses three previous articles were collected in a book named: "Enna Anzalnaho Qur'ananA rabyan" which means: (We revealed the Quran in Arabic language) (Nour Hammodi Al-Qaisy) also Dr. Ahmadmatloob in his article (pathways tucking populist in Arabic languge) (Al-Jawaleeqy) who have denied ways of people's illegal trial in Arabic language those who denied any word in Quran be characterized by being a foreign word.
This is clearly manifested in their response to Mahdi Mohaqeqwho wrote an article in title (The effect of Persian language on the Arabic language during the prophet's era). This article contains the focus of the presence of Arabised in the Arabic language from the time it was evolved.
Mahdi Mohaqeq used some terms as a prove in the poetry of Al-Aasha, the main foundation which the research was built upon is that: the presence of the Arabised in the Quran and the Hadith and in away Abu Hanifa allowed prayers to be in Persian.
Even though, those people came up with evidence and qualitative and logical argument that proves the invalidity of what Mohaqeq has alleged, the most important of these arguments:
They invalidated the evidence that Mohaqeq based on in his essay. They said that Persian language that Mohaqeq alleges that it has an effect on Arabic language, Quran language and Al-Hadith. Rather it is a modern language id it is as compared to the arising of Islam and the revelation while those proved that it is a recent language. When it appeared after two centuries from sending the messenger Mohammad-PBH-to human (7 A.C), which was called (Islamic Persian). The prevailing language in prophet Mohammad-PBH-era was the old Persian language (Fahlawiya) which extinct, so it cannot affect Quran language and Hadith before its appearance, be circulated are to be written in scientific or literary publications. (Abu Obaidah & Majaz Al-Quran) Moreover, the existence of foreign words in the Quran was denied by Ahmad Mohammad Shakir, who said: "they see that this Quran, which Allah bestowed Arabs with, is Arabic, and it is unreasonable to include foreign word". (Al-Qortoby & Al-Jame' Le Ahkam Al-Quran, p. 69.)
The attitudes of denial, proponents and intermediate group were revealed and discussed whether those groups before or after Ibn Faris period.
The attitude which I am convinced to follow is what Al-Shafi'y, Ibn Faris, Al-Baqillany, Al-Nabulsy, and Al-Jannaby argue for. Due to the validity and the strength of their evidences and arguments. In addition, I do not know for what reason our scholars pay so much attention to these few words and make such big deal-out of nothing.
Quran itself suffices them, when it includes in its verses the denial-of foreign terms presence eleventh times, and the quran denied itself that foreign oroutlandish (non Arabic) two times. Thus any word in the Quran has to be Arabic in origin; It may be Arabic then used by Ethiopians, then Quran included it to prove its Arabic origin.
Conclusion
There have been Crucial issues which have kept Islamic thought and jurisprudence busy since the advent of Islam. One of these issues which kept authors philosophers, Linguists, jurprudents and modern day scholars in Thus the Quran is revealed in Arabic. As the case with every dynamic and lively issue, some authors claim that Quran includes some Arabised words. This group relied on the writings of Ibn Abbas which, have analyzed to find out that all groups relied upon him in her clam.
Have used the writings of Ibn Faris who has strong and convinced argument that the Quran is revealed in Arabic.
With diligent endeavour and research through history books and language, philology publication from old, I could prove that the opposing group and the intermediate one are wrong, while the supporter of the argument that Quran is Arabic, are right.
